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Silence
of the North
Silence of the North opened in Winnipeg to small crowds, most of them come
to see themselves or their friends on
screen as exfras. At least they came to
the cinema.
Silence of the North is the true story
of Olive Frederickson (played by Ellen
Burstyn), w h o , in 1919, left behind a
stable, dull life to follow her childhood
sweetheart, Walter (Tom Skerritt), into
the wilderness of the great white north.
It is the story of an innocent girl's
growth into a strong woman; a story of
courage and fortitude against all odds.
It's a story that should inspire us. It does
not.
It has become fashionable to make
films porfraying w o m e n as sfrong and
independent, positive role models. To
some degree Silence is a fashionable
film. Nothing wrong with that, per se,
except that too many of Olive's sfrengths
are presented to us as axioms of her
femaleness. We do see her in moments
of crisis, but are given little insight into
the inner conflicts she must have suffered while coming to terms with her lot
in life. She appears to gather her resources overnight, and thereafter lives
remarkably well in a male-dominated
world. Ifs difficult to believe it w a s that
easy. If nothing else, one expects at least
one rip-roaring fight between Olive and
Walter. Given the circimistances in which
they live - cold, hungry, and very isolated - their relationship is miraculously harmonious.
There's an art to putting a true story
on film, and that art demands considerably more imagination and sensitivity
than Silence exhibits. It demands the
ability to distinguish what is important
in real life from what will actually work
o n screen.
As one example of the film's failure in
this regard, on thefr first voyage north,
OUve and Walter are accompanied by a
friend. They witness his death by drowning. Who this fiiend is in the general
scheme of things w e do not know, and
w h y w e should care is even less evi-

dent. That a shot of the stormy water
over his head is immediately followed
by a shot of Walter smiling at his work is
not a testament to the resilient human
spirit, but a further negation of the
friend's importance. Doubtless, the incident had an impact on the real Olive, but
in terms of the story the film is out to tell,
it is irrelevant.
Similarly, Olive's devotion to her
mother, and her love of the violin are insufficiently documented and poorly supported by the rest of the action. They too,
as used in the film become useless information. We could forgive their presence if they added anything to Olive's
characterization. As used, they do not.
The fact that i f s a frue story doesn't
make Silence of the North any easier to
believe. Maybe it all really happened
exactly as the film porfrays it. More
likely, the film telescopes a lot of the
action in order to fit in as m u c h as
possible. Maybe thefr first child really
did appear out of the blue. (It certainly
arrives as a complete surprise to the
audience.)
Raise your hand if you believe the
following: after several agony-filled long,
lonely winter days and nights, Olive
emerges into the snowy landscape playing a violin (note: undamaged by extreme northern temperatures). Shades
of Frankenstein, Walter appears like a
jack-in-the-box, his beard
freshly
trimmed, and a song in his heart. He has
just returned from a gruelling sojurn in
the wilderness.
Truth is sfranger than fiction, you say.
Maybe so, but screenwriter Knop and
director King could surely have found a
better way to translate these truths into
digestible screen realities.
One of the film's greatest weaknesses
is Walter. He is the crux of the tale, the
reason it all happened in the first place.
Even for the dreamer that he is, Skerritf s
Walter has altogether too many stars in
his eyes. Too naive and immature to
provide inspiration to anyone, it is no
wonder Olive finally abandons h i m to
his fooUsh dreams.
The time spent in the north and the
near death of his family have no appreciable effect on him. Minutes after a
"wild man" has robbed them of all he
can carry, including their winter food
supply, WjUter is on his knees, scavenging for safety pins, a knife and hatchet,
telling olive h o w he'll make a fishing

rod and kill animals with his bare hands.
All well and good in reality, but if o n e
closes one's eyes and listens to the tone
of his voice, i f s too easy to conjure u p
Mickey Rooney talking to Judy Garland.
The only thing missing from this display of resourcefulness is the "gee whiz"
and the '"golly". One only hopes the real
Walter had more to r e c o m m e n d him.
The north too is drained of allure,
robbed of its powerful presence. One
does not feel cold watching this film.
One does not have any sensation of
space. And one never loses the feeling
that the little wilderness cabin is really
not too far from the next cabin, or the
next. The only m o m e n t s of isolation w e
share with Olive take place inside the
cabin. While they are very powerful
scenes in themselves, they are not supported by the outside environment. OUve
might be an agoraphobic housewife
wasting away in suburbia, for all w e
know. It takes more than snow, wolves
howling, and a grizzly in the yard to
convey a rugged existence. Inside the
cabin, life is certainly miserable. Outside, the north in Silence looks like a
winter wonderland. Surviv/ing on tree
bark comes across like a romantic interlude.
^

spired each other. The results are satisfying. Burstyn's performance Improves
markedly w h e n she shares the screen
with Pinsent. As the young Olive, someone should have told her that innocence
is more complicated than bright eyes
and a charming smile. But as the mature
Olive, playing against a fine actor, her
characterization rings true.
The relationship b e t w e e n Olive and
Frederickson in depression Calgary suffers only superficial conflicts. It meanders its w a y towards an inevitable
end, thereby draining the couple's trials
and tribulations of thefr significance.
Conspicuously lacking real drama and
hopelessly linear, the film fails to blend
its various elements into a satisfying
w h o l e . The w i n n i n g moments don't
quite make u p for the bad.
Silence of the North is nal a bad film one likes it w h i l e watching it - but aftei^
wards, over coffee, one talks of something else.
The real Olive must be a remarkable
w o m a n . Surely her stoiy deserves a
more memorable treatment.
J a n e Dick •
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